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ABSTRACT. For any amalgam (S, T; U) of inverse semigroups, it is shown that

the natural partial order on S *u T, the (inverse semigroup) free product of S

and T amalgamating U, has a simple form onSUT. In particular, it follows

that the semilattice of 5 *u T is a bundled semilattice of the corresponding

semilattice amalgam (E(S), E(T); E(U)); taken jointly with a result of Teruo

Imaoka, this gives that the class of generalized inverse semigroups has the

strong amalgamation property. Preserving finiteness is also considered.

1. Introduction and summary. A generalized inverse semigroup is a reg-

ular semigroup in which the idempotents satisfy efgh = egfh (equivalently, the

idempotents form a normal band), while a left [right] generalized inverse semigroup

is a regular semigroup in which the idempotents satisfy efg = egf [efg = feg]

(equivalently, the idempotents form a left [right] normal band).

By an amalgam of semigroups we mean a list (S, T; U) of semigroups such that

U is a subsemigroup of S and of T. We say that (S, T; U) is strongly embeddable in

a semigroup P if there are monomorphisms tp: S —► P, ip: T —* P agreeing on U

and such that Stp n Tip = U<p.

We say that a class C of semigroups has the strong amalgamation property ii

every amalgam of semigroups from C is strongly embeddable in a semigroup (de-

pending on the amalgam) from C. The definitions of weakly embeddable and the

weak amalgamation property are obtained by deleting the condition StpC\Ttp = Utp.

A special amalgam is one of the form (S, S; U), that is, one in which S = T; and

a class C has the special amalgamation property if each special amalgam from C is

strongly embeddable in a semigroup from C.

Numerous consequences of amalgamation for a class C of algebras (and more

generally, relational structures) are given by Jonsson [14]. For inverse semigroups

many consequences are given in the author's survey article [4], and a consequence

of the embeddability of certain amalgams of regular semigroups is given by the

author in [6]. The survey article [15] by Kiss, Marki, Prohle and Tholen gives a

long list of classes of algebras, and topological spaces, with the strong and weak

amalgamation properties.

It is known that the class of generalized inverse semigroups has the special amal-

gamation property (Imaoka [11]) and that any amalgam of generalized inverse semi-

groups is strongly embeddable in a semigroup (the author [5], and independently,

Imaoka): our proof here is independent of these two results.
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In [1] the author showed that the class of inverse semigroups has the strong

amalgamation property (see the texts by Howie [10] and Petrich [17] for expo-

sitions) and in [11] Imaoka showed that the class of normal bands also has this

property. The difficulty in then trying to show that the property holds for the class

of generalized inverse semigroups by using Yamada's structure theorem [21] is to

match the structure semilattice of a normal band (in which a normal band amal-

gam is embedded) with the semilattice of an inverse semigroup (in which an inverse

semigroup amalgam has been embedded). In the present paper, this difficulty is

overcome, by completing the plan of attack due to Imaoka [13].

The key concept is Imaoka's bundled semilattice of an amalgam (Sy,S2;U) of

semilattices, which is a semilattice S in which (Sy,S2;U) is strongly embedded

by monomorphisms tpy: Sy —> S, tp2: S2 —> S say, such that, for all sy E Sy,

s2 E S2, if sytpy < s2tp2 (in 5) then sy < u (in Sy) and u < s2 (in S2) for

some u E U, and likewise if s2tp2 < sytpy (in S) then s2 < u (in S2) and u <

sy (in Si) for some u E U. Imaoka [13] reduced the problem of showing that

the class of generalized inverse semigroups has the strong amalgamation property

to obtaining an affirmative answer to the following problem: is every amalgam

(5, T; U) of inverse semigroups strongly embeddable in an inverse semigroup P such

that E(P), the semilattice of P, is thereby a bundled semilattice of the amalgam

(E(S),E(T);E(U))1
In §2 we obtain an affirmative answer to this question. In fact we strongly embed

(S, T; U) in an inverse semigroup P (which is finite if (S, T; U) is finitely embed-

dable) such that for all elements s E S, t ET (rather than just for idempotents),

we have sip < tip in P if and only if s < u in S and u < t in T for some uEU, and

similarly if tip < s<p.

In §3 we give an example of an amalgam (S, T; U) of inverse semigroups such

that E(S) *e(u) E(T), the free product with amalgamation of the corresponding

semilattice amalgam, does not embed in S *u T, answering a question of Imaoka

[13], posed at the 1979 DeKalb conference on regular semigroups.

In §§4 and 5 we give again Imaoka's reduction, with an extra result about a

congruence 0.

In §6 we consider amalgamation questions for the class of finite generalized in-

verse semigroups.

2. Embedding amalgams of inverse semigroups. We recall the natural

partial order < (for example, see [10, Proposition V.2.2]) on an inverse semigroup

S defined by a < b if o = aa~xb.

REMARK 1. There is an alternative proof of the first statement in the next

theorem. Its constructions do not preserve finiteness so it does not yield the second

statement of the theorem. An outline of this proof is as follows. For any s E S

take the representation a: S —► I(RS) given by xaa = xa if x, xa E Rs, and xaa is

undefined otherwise (this is an orbit of the Preston-Vagner representation). Take

the [/-orbit X = {ss~1au: uEU} of the representation a\U and extend (a\U)x, as

in the proof of [10, Theorem V.8.13], to a representation (3: T -> I(X U Y). As in

[1] or [10, §VIL4], extend the representations a: S -> I(RS) and (3: T -* I(X\JY)

simultaneously to a representation of S *u T. For s above and any t E T, this

representation shows that s < t in S *u T if and only if s < u < t for some u EU.
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THEOREM A. For any amalgam (S,T;U) of inverse semigroups there is a

strong embedding in an inverse semigroup P such that the following conditions

are satisfied (without loss of generality, S and T are subsemigroups of P):

(i) for all s E S, t E T, if s < t in P, then s < u in S and u <t inT for some

uEU;

(ii) for all s E S, t ET, if t < s in P, then s < u in S and u <t inT for some

uEU.

If the amalgam (S, T; U) is weakly embeddable in some finite semigroup, then P

can be taken to be finite also.

PROOF. The strategy of the proof has the following four stages:

(1) reduction to the case of a special amalgam (V, V;U) of inverse semigroups;

(2) strongly embedding (V, V; U) in a (noninverse) semigroup W, as in the proof

of [10, Theorem VII.2.5] (Isbell's Zigzag Theorem), with monomorphisms /?: V —►

W, 7: V —► W and showing that

(iii) for all s, t E V, s/3 = [(ss-1)/?]^) in W implies that s < u < t in V for

some uEU;

(3) altering, as in [2, §6], the strong embedding in stage (2) to a strong embedding

in an inverse semigroup Wy such that condition (i) of Theorem A is satisfied;

(4) hence there is also an embedding in an inverse semigroup W2 say, satisfying

condition (ii), and then the diagonal embedding in P = Wy x W2 satisfies both (i)

and (ii).

Stage (1). By the weak amalgamation property for inverse semigroups [1], there

is an inverse semigroup V and monomorphisms tp: S —>V,ip: T —>V which agree

on U; and if (S, T; U) is weakly embeddable in a finite semigroup, then by the proof

of [2, Theorem 6], V can be taken to be finite. We shall be considering the special

amalgam (V, V; U<p), and regarding "S as a subsemigroup of one copy of V and T

as a subsemigroup of the other copy of V."

Stage (2). The construction here is that of Silver [19] as modified by Stenstrom

[20] to prove Isbell's Zigzag Theorem [10, Theorem VII.2.13]: we use Howie's

exposition [10] and his notation (in particular V* and U* denote the semigroups

V and U with a common identity 1 adjoined).

Identify U with Up (via tp) and put A = V* ®(y V*, the tensor product of

the [7-bisystem V* with itself, over U*: then A is also a fZ-bisystem. We consider

Z2(A), the free group of exponent 2 on the set A (rather than Z(A), to preserve

finiteness); we regard Z2(A) also as a f/*-bisystem and on the set W = V x Z2(A)

we define a multiplication [10, Equation VII.2.7] by (p,x)(q,y) = (pq,py + xq):

here (p, x) can be regarded as denoting the matrix

p   x

0   p   '

The two monomorphisms /3 and 7 from V into W given by v/3 = (v,0) and

try = (v, v <8> 1 - 1 ® v) agree on U, and also V/3 n V7 = V/? (= V7), by [10,

Theorems VII.2.5 and VII.2.14]; we show that this strong embedding of (V,V;U)
in W has property (iii).

So take any s,t EV such that s/3 = [(ss-1)/?](£7); then

(s,0) = (ss-\0)(M® 1- 1®0,
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that is, (s,0) = (ss~1t,ss~1t <g> 1 - ss~l ® t), so s = ss~1t and ss~1t ® 1 =

ss-1 ®£. This last equation gives us the following zigzag equations, from (ss~1t, 1)

to (ss_1,i).

There exist elements xi,x2,... ,xn+i € V*, uy,u2,-.. ,un, vy,v2,.. .,vnE U*,

and yy,y2,...,yn E V* such that (ss~1t,l) = (xy,uyyy), (ss~l,t) = (xn+1,vnyn),

and

(1) Xj«i = xl+1vz, for i = 1,2,...,n,

(2) Ujj/j =Ut+iyt+ii for *' = 1,2,..., n-l.

For i = 1,2,.. -,n, we define Wi = uyv1~1u2v2l ■■■UiV~l, an element off/*. In

the next lemma we deal with a general zigzag from (x,y) = (xy,uyyy) to (x',y') =

(xn+y,v„yn).

LEMMA 1. Take any inverse semigroup U, any right U-system X, any left

U-system Y, and any elements xy,x2,... ,xn+y E X, uy,u2,... ,un E U, and

yi,y2,---,yn+i e Y, such that (x,y) = (xy,uyyy), (x',y') = (xn+1,vnyn) and

equations (1) and (2) hold.  Then w~xy = w~1wny'.

PROOF. From equations (2) alone, we have

w~lwny' = w~lwnvnyn

= vn(u~1w~^ywn-yun)(v~1vn)yn

= «n(^1W„)(M^1W~i1W„-lWri)2/n

= W~1Wn-yVn-yyn-y = ■■■ = W~1WyV1y1

= VnU~1 ■ ■ ■ V2U2~1Vy(Uy1Uy)(Vy1Vy)yy

= VnU~l ■ ■ ■V2U21Vy(Vy~1Vy)(Uy1Uy)yy

= w~1u1y1 = w~1y,    as required.

REMARK 2. This proof is stage 2 in the proof of [2, Theorem 1] and is generalized

in the proof of [5, Lemma l(i)], but is included here for completeness. Using

equations (1), we can similarly obtain that xwn = x'w~1wn, or this can be deduced

from the lemma as a dual result.

We now consider X = Y = S, a semigroup containing U.

LEMMA 2. IfU is an inverse subsemigroup of any semigroup S, and if Xy,x2,

... ,xn+1, yy,y2,... ,yn E S and uy,vy,u2,v2,... ,un, vn E U, and if equations (1)

and (2) hold and (x,y) = (xy,uyyy), (x',y') = (xn+y,vnyn), then xy = x'w~1wny'.

PROOF.

Xy = XyUyyy = XyUyUy1U1yy = X2VyU\~1Uyyy

= X2Vy(Vy1Vy)(Uy1Uy)yy = X2Vy(Uy1Uy)(Vy1Vy)y1

= X2Wy1WyU2y2 = X2(Wyl Wy)(u2Ur\~l)u2y2

= x2(u2u21)(wylwy)u2y2 = x3v2(u21Wy1w1u2)y2

= X3V2(Vr7lV2)(u2lWy1WyU2)y2

= x3v2(u21Wy1w1u2)v21v2y2

= xzWr\-lw2v2y2 = ■■■ = xn+1(w~1wn)vnyn

= x'w~1wny',    as required.
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REMARK 3. This proof is stage 1 in the proof of [2, Theorem 1]. We can obtain

similarly that x'y' = xwnw~ly, or this can be deduced from the lemma by regarding

the equations (1) and (2) in reverse order as a zigzag from (x',y') to (x,y).

We return now to the elements s,t E V, for which s = ss~1t, ss~1t<g)l = ss~l®t

in V* <g>[/- V*, and equations (1) and (2) hold. Lemmas 1 and 2 give us that

w~l = w~1wnt (that is, w~l < t) and ss~1t = ss~1w~1wnt respectively, whence

s = ss~~1t = ss~1w~1wnt = ss~1w~1, so s < w~* < t. Now w~l E U* and since

w^1 < t E V = V*\{1} we have w~x ^ 1, whence w~x E U. Putting u = w~l

gives us property (iii) as required.

Stage (3). In [2, §6] the author showed how a strong embedding of an amalgam

(S, T; U) of inverse semigroups in a semigroup could be modified to a strong em-

bedding in an inverse semigroup. It can be shown that this modification to our

embedding of (V,V;U) in W gives us an embedding with property (i) of Theo-

rem A, but we shall proceed differently, since a simpler modification of our specific

embedding in W will also suffice.

Let p: W —► I(W) denote the right regular representation of W (since W = W1, p

is faithful) and consider the faithful representations ffp: V —> I(W), yp: V —* I(W)

and (/3p\U): U —► I(W); of course pV|<7 = 7p|£f. Define the representations

(/?/>)•: V -* I(W), (yp)*: V — I(W) and (f3p\U)*: U -* I(W) as in [18]; for
example (p»* = (p>)s|range(/?p)s-i for all seV. Then (0p)*, (-yp)* and (0p\U)*

are all faithful [18, Theorem 1] and clearly all agree on U, and so we have a weak

embedding of (V, V; U) in I(W); after proving (i) of Theorem A we shall prove this

embedding is a strong embedding.

So we take any s, t E V such that ((Jp)* < (yp)* in I(W), that is, such that

(Pp)l = (Pp)*ss-t(yp)*, or equivalently such that

(0p)s\Ws-1 = ((f3p)ss-i\Wss-1)((1P)t\Wt).

This gives that Ws-1 C Wt and (yp)t\Ws~1 = (/3p)s\Ws~1 since of course Ws~1 =

Wss-1 and (f3p)ss-i\Wss~l is the identity map on Wss-1. Thus

{@p)ss-i(rlp)t = (0p)ss-i((7p)t|range(p»8a-i)

= (Pp)ss-i((lp)t\W88-1)

= (f3p)ss-i((0p)s]Wss-1)

= (0p)ss-is = (p»s,

that is, ([(ss~1)P](ty))p = s(3p, which gives s@ = [(ss~1)P](ti) in W since p:

W —* I(WX) is a monomorphism. Hence, from stage (2), we have that s < u < t

in V for some uEU, giving property (i) for (V, V; U) with Wy = I(W).

Now take any s,t E V such that ((3p)*s = (ip)*: we show s = t E U. From

(Pp)*s < (lp)t we get s < u < ( for some u E U, whence (ftp)*, < (/3p)u =

(iPTu = (lP)t = (PpTs in I(W) and so (0p); = (Pp)*u. Since (0p)* is faithful on
V, we have s = u, and similarly u = t, so s = t E U. Thus (f3p)*: V —► I(W)

and (7/))*: V -» I(W) are a strong embedding of (V,V;U) in Wy = I(W) with

property (i). Clearly then tp(j3p)*: S —» I(W) and ip(fp)*: T -* 1(W) are a strong

embedding of (S,T; U) in Wy = I(W) with property (i).

Stage (4). By the symmetry between S and T in the hypotheses of Theorem A, we

deduce the existence of an inverse semigroup W2 and monomorphisms ip': S —► W2,

ip': T —* W2, agreeing on U, such that Sip' 0 Tip' = Uip', and such that property
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(ii) is satisfied. Then the diagonal embeddings (tp((3p)*,tp'): S —► Wy x W2 (s t->

(stp(f3p)*,s<p')) and (ip(yp)*,ip'): T -> Wy x W2 (t ^ (tip((3p)*,tip')) are a strong

embedding of (S,T; U) in Wy x W2 = P satisfying both properties (i) and (ii). If

V is finite then P is finite, which completes the proof.

COROLLARY 1. For any amalgam (S,T;U) of inverse semigroups, the free

product S *u T oi S and T amalgamating U has properties (i) and (ii) of Theorem

A.

PROOF. Take any s G 5, t E T for which there is no element u EU such that

s < u in S and u < t in T. Then in P we have s ^ ss~1t so in S *u T we also

have s ^ ss~1t, whence S *u T satisfies property (i), and by symmetry, property

(ii) also.

3. A counterexample. We give r example of an amalgam (S,T;U) of in-

verse semigroups, with corresponding semilattice amalgam (E(S),E(T);E(U)),

such that E(S) *e(u) E(T) (the free semilattice (or inverse semigroup) product

of E(S) and E(T) amalgamating E(U)) does not naturally embed in S *u T. This

answers negatively Imaoka's Problem 2 of [13]: as noted by Imaoka [13] it is easy

to show that E(S) *E(U) E(T) is a bundled semilattice of (E(S),E(T);E(U)).

Let {e, /, g} be the three-element semilattice which is not a chain, with zero

element g say, and adjoin an identity 1 to obtain the "diamond" semilattice E =

{e, f, g, 1}. Put 5 = Te, the Munn semigroup of E [10, §V.4], and denote by s the

nontrivial automorphism of E. Then in S we have ses = s~1es = f.

Put U = {1, s}, the group of units of S, and let T be U with an adjoined zero

element, h say.

It is easy to see that E(S) *e(u) E(T) is "the cube on a corner," and that

eh, fh, gh are all distinct. However, in S *u T these three elements are all equal,

since here fh = sesh = seh = she = he = eh and gh = efh = eeh = eh.

More generally, for any set X with |A| > 2, (I(X), g(X)°; g(X)) is also a

counterexample, where $(X) is the group of permutations of A, and $(X)° denotes

Q(X) with an adjoined zero element.

REMARK 4. It is easily seen, and well known, that in any variety V with the

weak amalgamation property, S' *u T' embeds naturally in S *u T, where (S, T; U)

is any amalgam from "V and U<S'<S,U<T'<T. This is also true in any

variety in which U,S',T' are weak amalgamation bases.

4. Embedding amalgams of normal bands. In this section we give Imaoka's

construction [13] of an embedding of an amalgam of left normal bands in a left

normal band B with a prescribed structure semilattice. The new lemma below

gives a simpler proof of the validity of the construction.

Pastijn [16] modified Imaoka's construction to deal with strong semilattices

(called Plonka sums) of universal algebras, the modification being the replacement

of a union of sets by a free product of algebras in a variety: Imaoka's bundled semi-

lattice plays the same crucial role. Though less general, our proof here is simpler

since it need not deal with universal algebras.

Take any amalgam (By ,B2;U) of left normal bands. Then there is a correspond-

ing amalgam (Sy,S2; V) of semilattices, and decompositions of By,B2, U as semilat-

tices of left zero semigroups: By = \Jaes, Bai B2 = \JaeS2 B2a; and U = (Jaev U<*

(where Ua = Bla n B\, for each a E V). For all a > (3 in St (i = 1,2), there is a
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structure mapping tpla 0: Bla —► Blg such that the multiplication in Bi is given by,

for all 7,6 E Si, for all a E B^ and b E B\, ab = atp%   6 [10, Proposition IV.5.14].

Take any semilattice S which is a bundled semilattice of the amalgam (Sy, S2; V).

We will prove Imaoka's result that the left normal band amalgam (By,B2;U) is

embeddable in a left normal band B whose structure semilattice is S. This is

achieved in two stages, the first stage dealing with the ideal I = {(3 E S: (3 <

a for some a E Sy U S2} of S.

Define

E = {(a,(3)E(Sy\jS2) xf: a E St, a E Bla and a >/?, i=l,2},

with multiplication (a,(3)(b,y) = (a,(3y). Routine checking shows that £ is a left

normal band with structure semilattice /; let its decomposition be E = U/3e/ Ep

say. Note that Ep is in one-to-one correspondence with the nonempty set

(U(Bi: a>(3, aESy})u ([J{B2a: a>(3,aE 52}) .

(It is this union of sets which is replaced by a free product of algebras in Pastijn's

modification [16].)
We now define a congruence 6 on £ such that E/Q contains the amalgam

(By,B2; U) via the mapping a *->■ (a, a)9, where a E Bla.

First we define a relation 0 on E by (a,y)0(atpla/3,y), for i = 1,2, for a > (3 in

Si, f3 > 7 in S, and for a E Bla. Checking shows that 0 is reflexive and compatible,

so 0Ut?_1 is likewise, and is also symmetric, so the transitive closure (ODO'1)1 = 9

say, is a congruence on E. (This 9 is the same as Imaoka's 0 in [12].) Since

0 C D(E), Green's P-relation on E, we have that 9 C D(E), whence E/& is a

normal band with structure semilattice E/D(E) ~ f.

Define, for i = 1,2, a map tpt; Bi —► E/Q by atpi = (a, a)9, where a E Si is

such that a E Bla. Routine checking shows that <py,<p2 are morphisms and that

<Py\U = tp2\U. It remains to show that the combined map tpy L)<p2: ByL)B2 —> E/Q

is one-to-one: the following lemma makes this routine checking. (We note that even

though the lemma states that (a, a)& = (a, a)0~x o#_1 for certain (a, a) € E, there

are simple examples in which 9 ^ (0 U 0~l)n, for n= 1,2,3,_)

LEMMA 3. For i = 1,2, for any a E Si and any a E Bla, we have (a, a)® =

(a,a)0~l o0~l.

PROOF. Since 0~x is reflexive we have (a,a) E (a, a)0~x o 0~* so (a,a)Q C

(a, a)0~1 o O'1 o 9 C (a, q)9 so (a, a)0~l o 0"1 o 9 = (a, q)9. Thus the lemma

will follow once we show that (i) (a, a)0~1 o 0~y o 0~x = (a,a)0~* o #_1 and (ii)

(a,a)0~l o0~1o0 = (a,a)0~l or1.

(i) Take any b,c,d E By U B2 such that (a,a)0-1(b,a)0-1(c,a)0'1(d,a). Then

we have the situation in Diagram l(i).

If i = j then ctplia = a so (a,a)0~l(c,a)0~l(d,a), and if j = k then dtp\ ^ = b

so (a,a)0~x(b, a)0~1(d, a). If i' ^ j / A; = i then b,c E BlD Bj = U whence

cpl/rf — ctp3 0 = b so dtp\a = a and (a,a)0~l(d,a). Thus, in all cases, we have

(a,a)0~1 o0~1(d,a) as required.

(ii) Take any b,c,dE ByUB2 such that (a,a)0-1(b,a)0~1(c,a)O(d,a). Then we

have the situation of Diagram l(ii), with 6 > a, and we consider four cases.
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T d

<< c c
"v. k

1.B     " 7'^    -'        \

„b „b    ^ d

<> a la

(i) i = j = k (ii) i^j^k

Diagram l

Case 1: i = j = k. Then d<£>| Q = c£>* a = a whence (a, a)f?_1(d, a).

Case 2: i ^ j ^ k (= i). Then b,c E Bi fl Bj = U so c£>^ ̂ = c^ p = b.

Replacing tp3 0 by ^^ gives us the situation in Case 1.

Case 3: i = j ^ A:. Then c E Bj n Bk = U. Since a G Si, 8 E Sk, and a < 8,

it follows from the bundled semilattice property of S that there exists 6' in V such

that a < 8' < 8. We obtain the situation of Diagram 2(i) since ap* stp^s, =

op*j, = ap^g, (IromcEU, 6'EV). Thus (a, a)0-i(dtpkss,,a)0-1(d, a).'

* j

b - \y^» b        «^*i     fl ''       <pt      r, r
\S 6,6 \~       .-_^_p\£6 6,^6

a v   s'><* U^r >-«'a      • a      »^     i

(i)    i = j^k (ii) i^j = k

Diagram 2

Case 4: i ^ j = k. Then fc s fl, n Bj = ff. From a € 5,-, 08 E Sj, i ^ j and
a < (38 we have a < a' < (38 for some a'eV. We obtain the situation of Diagram

2(ii) since btp>00btp0f>a, = btp0a, = btp0a,. Hence (a,a)0~1(dtp:iSa,,a)0-1(d,a).

In all cases we have (a,a)0~l o 0~1(d,a), as required, completing the proof of

the lemma.
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Routine checking now shows, from the lemma, that tpy U tp2 is one-to-one; that

is, that each of <py,<p2 is one-to-one and Bytpy n B2tp2 = U<py, and so (By,B2;U)

is strongly embedded in E/Q, whose structure semilattice is I.

Now we shall embed E/Q into a normal band B with structure semilattice S.

Let E/Q = Uae/ Ea be the semilattice decomposition of E/Q, with structure maps

ipa,p (a,0 E I, a> f3) say. For each a E S now, let xa be an element not in E/Q

and extend each map ipatp (a, (3 E I, a> (3) to a map tyaip: FaU{xa} —► Fp\j{xp}

by defining xatyatp = xp; also, for a E S\I, (3 E S, with a > 0, define xatya,p = xp.

Put Ba = Fa U {xQ} for a E I and Ba = {xa} for a E S\I and put B = \JaeS Ba,

a left normal band with multiplication given by the structure maps tya,p (a, 0 E S,

a > 0). Then B has structure semilattice S and contains E/Q and hence also the

amalgam (By,B2;U).

THEOREM B (IMAOKA [13, COROLLARY 3]). Take any amalgam (By,B2;U)

of [left, right] normal bands. Let Sy,S2,V, with Sy fl S2 = V, be the structure

semilattices of By,B2,U respectively, and let S be any bundled semilattice of the

amalgam (Sy,S2;U). Then the amalgam (By,B2;U) is strongly embeddable in a

[left, right] normal band B with structure semilattice S and such that B%a C Ba for

each a E S„ where B = (jaeS Ba, By = \JaeS, Bi and 52 = Uaes2 5« are the

semilattice decompositions.

PROOF. We proved the statement for left normal bands, and the statement for

right normal bands is dual. The statement for normal bands follows from these two

statements and the decomposition of a normal band E = (JaeY Ea as the subdirect

product E = (Ja€Y La xRaola left normal band L = (ja€Y La and a right normal

band R = \Ja&Y Ra [10, Proposition IV.5.22].
REMARK 5. Imaoka [12] showed by example that the theorem becomes false

if the hypothesis that S is a bundled semilattice of (Sy,S2;U) is replaced by the

weaker hypothesis that (Sy,S2; U) is strongly embedded in S.

By putting By = B2 = U we obtain

Corollary 2 (Imaoka [12, Lemma 1]). Let Sy be a subsemilattice of
a semilattice S and let By = (ja€S Ba be the semilattice decomposition of a

[left, right] normal band By. Then there is a [left, right] normal band B containing

By, with structure semilattice S, and with semilattice decomposition B = (Jaes &<*>

such that Ba C Ba, for all a E Sy.

5. Embedding amalgams of generalized inverse semigroups. Imaoka

has shown (see the proof of [12, Theorem 2] for details, and see [13, Corollary 4])

that by combining Theorem A and Imaoka's Theorem B with Yamada's explicit

construction [21] of generalized inverse semigroups (in terms of normal bands and

inverse semigroups), one easily obtains the following theorem.

THEOREM C (JOINT WITH IMAOKA). The class of [left, right] generalized

inverse semigroups has the strong amalgamation property.

6. Preserving finiteness. In this section we ask "when can finiteness be

preserved in embedding amalgams of generalized inverse semigroups?"

We gather together relevant results in the literature for inverse and arbitrary

semigroups.
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A semigroup U in a class C oi semigroups is called a weak [strong] amalgama-

tion base for C if every amalgam of the form (S, T; U) from C is weakly [strongly]

embeddable in a member of C.

RESULT 1. (i) [8, THEOREM 10]. The class of finite inverse semigroups has

the special amalgamation property.

(ii) (from [2, §6, last sentence] and (i)). If an amalgam of inverse semigroups is

weakly embeddable in a finite semigroup, then it is strongly embeddable in a finite

inverse semigroup.

(iii) [3, Remark 1]. If a special amalgam of finite semigroups (S, S; U) is strongly

embeddable in a semigroup, then it is strongly embeddable in a finite semigroup.

(iv) ([7, Theorems 2 and 3 and 9, Theorem 3]). A finite inverse semigroup U is

a weak [strong] amalgamation base for the class of finite inverse semigroups if and

only ifU/J is a chain, under the natural ordering of J-classes.

Ash's example [1, §3], of an amalgam of finite inverse semigroups not embeddable

in any finite semigroup, shows also that the class of finite [left, right] generalized

inverse semigroups does not have the weak amalgamation property.

For any amalgam (S,T;U) of generalized inverse semigroups, let (S',T';U') be

the corresponding amalgam of inverse semigroups, by which we mean that S'CiT' =

U' and S',T',U' are isomorphic to the maximum inverse semigroup images of

S, T, U respectively.

THEOREM D. An amalgam (S,T;U) of finite [left, right] generalized inverse

semigroups is strongly [weakly] embeddable in a finite [left, right] generalized in-

verse semigroup if and only if the corresponding amalgam (S',T';U') of inverse

semigroups is weakly embeddable in a finite inverse semigroup.

PROOF, (a) "only if" statement. For any orthodox semigroup P and any or-

thodox subsemigroup T, with least inverse semigroup congruences y(P) and \f (T)

respectively, it is easily seen from [10, Theorem VI.1.12] that lf(T) = y(P)D{TxT),

whence the map T/y(T) -» P/V(P), ty(T) i-> ty(P) is well defined and is a

monomorphism. The "only if" statement now follows.

(b) "if" statement. Suppose (S',T'\U') is weakly embeddable in a finite semi-

group V. By Theorem A, we can embed (S',T',U') in a finite inverse semigroup

P such that E(P) is a bundled semilattice of (E(S'), E(T'); E(U')). The construc-

tions of §§4 and 5 preserve finiteness. Hence (S,T;U) is strongly embeddable in a

finite [left, right] generalized inverse semigroup.

COROLLARY 3. (i) The class of finite [left, right] generalized inverse semigroups

has the special amalgamation property.

(ii) Any amalgam of finite [left, right] generalized inverse semigroups which

is weakly embeddable in a finite [left, right] generalized inverse semigroup is also

strongly embeddable in one.

(iii) A finite [left, right] generalized inverse semigroup U is a weak [strong] amal-

gamation base for the class of finite [left, right] generalized inverse semigroups if

and only if U/J is a chain.

PROOF. To prove (iii) one merely notes that there is a natural isomorphism

between the partially ordered sets of J-classes of an orthodox semigroup U and its

maximum inverse semigroup image U/y(U).
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